Introduction

45
When phenotypes can clearly associate with specific genotypes then they may be used to 46 separate among genetically different populations or groups of individuals of a species.
47
However, if environmental effects can be captured safely in the formation of a specific 48 morphological character then this character may be used as a good and simple indicator for 49 distinguishing among individuals experienced different environmental circumstances or, in 50 general, monitor environmental impacts stressed the population under study.
51
In fishes, morphometric analysis is especially suitable to assess various genetic, 52 environmental and physiological effects hit the individuals (36). Besides the genetic 53 variability, effects of food availability (4, 16, 20) and type of food (5), temperature (2, 16, 54 31), or the presence of predators (3) on body shape have been reported. However, the process 55 of taking a proper morphometric image of the whole body is highly stressful for fish, and 56 therefore, the investigation of a structural component, variable enough to distinguish 57 populations and easy to collect without permanently damaging the animal is more expedient 58 (8). Assuming a strong genetic definiteness, scales, similarly to other hard structural 59 components like otolith (1, 17) and in general bony structures (33), are regularly used to 60 distinguish among species or even populations of fish (10, 11, 12, 22, 23, 24) . The 61 examination of scales proved to be a practical and cheap tool to identify fish including 62 archaeological samples as well (15, 30) . On the other hand, scales are also widely used to 63 evaluate individual life histories and living conditions of fish by determining their growth 64 dynamics (25) and identifying diseases (19).
65
Some researchers argue that most of intraspecific variations in shapes of scales and other hard 66 morphological structures could simply be explained by phenotypic plasticity (16), and 67 actually, the relative importance of genetic and environmental factors on scale-morphology is 68 3 still not exactly known. Some studies have already addressed the questions whether the 69 differences observed in the scale shape could be attributed to differences in life histories of 70 populations, and whether environmental factors, such as recovering food quantity (ie. 21), it is very likely however that scale shape might also vary along environmental gradients.
78
In this study laboratory experiments were carried out to investigate whether environmental 79 factors, namely the food supply, could affect scale shape during the ontogeny in fish. Two 
86
Specific hypotheses of this study were 1) the genetic background has detectable influence on 87 the scale shape; 2) the feeding conditions during the ontogeny affects the scale shape with 88 greater impact; and 3) with the improvement of food supply the scale shape could be 89 recovered.
91
Materials and methods
92
Experimental stocks and design
4
Zebrafish were maintained in a recirculated system (Tecniplast) (temperature=25±0.5 °C, 94 pH=7.4±0.2, conductivity=525±50 µS; mean±SD) in a light cycle of 14 hours light and 10 95 hours dark, in 30 individuals per 3.5 liters density.
96
To determine the genetic impact on scale shape, zebrafish specimens from a homogenous 97 registered line (AB line) and a commercial stock (LF BASKA stock) were compared ( Figure   98 1). Individuals were kept under the same controlled laboratory conditions and fed according 99 to the control regimen (Table 1) .
100
Two groups were created from the offspring of each of four AB line females (altogether eight 101 experimental groups) originated from a single propagation to examine the environmental 102 effect. Thus, genetic differences between these parallel groups were minimal. Groups labeled 103 with "N" were fed following the control regimen ( examine whether any effects of juvenile starving on scale shape may be compensated later.
108
Group descriptions are shown in Table 2 . 
Statistical analysis
122
Scale shape data were processed with the MorphoJ software package (13). Group identities
123
(ID) were assigned to scales. Scale size was characterized with the scale centroid size, which 124 is the square root of the sum of squared distances between the scale centroid and each 125 landmark, and that is considered as a mathematically shape-free size variable (36).
126
Generalized least-squares Procrustes superimposition (GLS) was performed on the raw 127 landmarks data on the basis of the principal axis so the landmarks were scaled, rotated and 
Between stock differences
157
The two zebrafish stock, the AB line and the LF BASKA stock, kept under the same, optimal 158 conditions, could be distinguished with medium reliability based on scale shape. The average 159 shape and the separation of the groups are shown in Figure 3 . The main differences between 160 the two groups were in landmarks 3 and 4, which means that the exposed area was bigger in 161 the LF BASKA stock and bigger area covered by other scales in AB line.
162
Mahalanobis distance (D) between the two groups was 1.5 and indicated a high reliability with real groups on average (cross-validated rate was 78.8%) ( Table 3 ). Validation results (Table 3) Based on positive field experiences, scale shape analysis has recently become a widely used 193 tool for differentiating among populations or stocks of fish species (8, 10, 11, 12, 22, 23, 24), 194 for all that the background of these differences is still not exactly understood. In this study, it 195 was shown however that both genetic and environmental factors contribute to intraspecific 196 variability in scale shape of fish and might induce comparable differences.
197
Our first experiment proved that genetically different zebrafish stocks may be separated based Scotland. J. Fish. Biol. 76, 1491 -1497 9. Georgakopoulou, E., Sfakianakis, D.G., Kouttouki, S., Divanach, P., Kentouri, M., 
386
The darkest columns indicate overlaps between the two groups. optimal (N) and reduced (H) diets and on reduced diet followed by optimal diet (REH). 
